
to improve technically and to promote new and more
efficient utilization of lime products and in this I am sure
the Institute has a part to play. I have every confidence
that this industry will m~et these challenges and will
continue to advance and make an important contribution
to the growth and prosperity of South Africa.

In conclusion, I would like to express my very sincere
thanks to all those who assisted me in preparing this
address.

Book Review
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British Mining Fields, by J. E. Metcalf. Published by
the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy, London, 1969.
Price 50s. (Students, 30s.).

A 100 years or so ago Britain's mining industry led the
world in the production of coal and base metals. Al-
though she still maintains a sizeable-and, under the
circumstances, remarkably progressive-coal mining
industry, her production of most other base minerals has
long since been dwarfed by mining fields in the Americas
Africa, Australia and the U.S.S.R. Nevertheless the
story of mining in Britain is of wider interest than the
present scale of operations there might suggest, if only
because the domestic British mining industry has in
terms of finance, technology and manpower been the

Notice

Ions et origo of many highly productive mining fields
outside Britain, including the Witwatersrand goldfields.

British Mining Fields was published by the Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy to give delegates attending the
Ninth Commonwealth Mining and Metallurgical Con-
ference a succinct account of mining in Britain. The main
emphasis is on underground mining of base minerals-
treated regionally-with separate chapters on coal and
gypsum. The author strikes an admirable balance
between historical aspects, geological origin and environ-
ment of ore deposits, mining methods and economic
factors, and provides a few key references for those who
wish to make deeper studies. This is exactly the sort of
booklet one often wishes were available on South African
mInIng.

JOURNAL BINDING

Attention is drawn to the following service available
to members for binding copies of the Journal.

The issues comprising volume 68 together with index
are bound in a stiff, cloth-covered binding and if the
Institute places a bulk order the cost is R3.00 per volume.
Half leather is R3.85 per volume.
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Members wishing to avail themselves of this service
should supply to the Secretary before 31st October, 1969
the twelve separate issues comprising Vo!. 69 (Nos. 1-12),
August, 1967 to July, 1968, with the August, 1969, issue.

Missing numbers may be replaced at a cost of 50 cents
each for the first copy and RI.OO for each additional
copy of any monthly issue.




